This special organometallic chemistry issue of Coordination Chemistry Reviews now brings this biennial issue series, dating back to 2000, beyond the ten issue mark. It contains eight papers reviewing diverse aspects of organometallic chemistry. Thus the paper by Sergeev reviews new examples of metal-catalyzed cleavage of unsaturated carbon--carbon double bonds. Papers by Deng and by Beyenne show new examples of the involvement of organometallic compounds on the currently important topics of hydrogen evolution and carbon dioxide reduction. The paper by Winter discusses a new type of platinum emitter. The paper by Okasada reviews recent studies on new types of palladium and platinum clusters containing silicon and germanium ligands. The paper by Shvydkly reviews arene exchange reactions in organometallic complexes. The paper by Groysman reviews new chemistry of metal alkoxides. The paper by Logonov reviews recent advances in the synthesis of indenyl complexes of group 9 metals as well as their applications in catalysis. The eight papers thus show the continuing diversity of organometallic chemistry as well as suggesting new applications of organometallic compounds in currently important areas.

These special issues on organometallic chemistry have been guest edited by one of us (R. Bruce King) since their inception. This will be the last issue to be handled by Bruce as he has now been retired for some 14 years, but has continued to contribute to the field enormously, and he is now slowly winding down his activities with Coordination Chemistry Reviews. We thank him enormously for is fantastic contributions! It remains to be seen if this series of special issues will continue as they normally run off the back of the biennial ICOMC conferences, of which this year's has been postponed for 12 months due to the corona virus pandemic. However, it is intended that we continue this excellent series, and so long as there remains interest to contribute, we will ensure Bruce's legacy continues.
